Benefits of Value-Driven
OSS/BSS Managed Services
The sourcing experience
The telecommunications industry is in many ways becoming increasingly ordinary. It’s “brand new trends” are just following in
the steps of other established industries, such as the automotive industry. It is the same with sourcing models: Over the last
10 years, the telco industry – especially in Europe – has experienced all kinds of possible sourcing models. These range from
low-risk out-tasking of commodity tasks like field force or data center to full sourcing of network operations and rollout or call
center service. Many communication service providers (CSPs) are in their second or third round of sourcing; each time, they
adapt and optimize the scope of sourcing. Indeed some operators are on their way back to insourcing business crucial tasks.
So what has the experience been? What is the future for sourcing in the telco industry? What are the pros and cons of the
different models and how can OSS/BSS contribute to that?
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Figure 1. end-to-end responsibility in OSS/BSS managed service model
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One of the major benefits of having OSS
managed by a domain-specific independent
supplier is that this model enables flexibility
in sourcing models and partner cooperation
in the whole network area, from the
equipment vendor to rollout services and
network operation.

The setup of OSS/BSS managed services
Software development has been seen as a core
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competence of a CSP for a decade. Even the
engineering of OSS or BSS functionality is not a
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point to differentiate in the telco market due to
the high degree of standardization. So why not
do the next step and outsource the end-to-end
OSS/BSS responsibility to a specialized partner?
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Figure 2. Setup of an OSS managed serfvice model

OSS domain, but the same applies for BSS. For
example, simply take rollout engineer as a synonym for call center agent.
In such a model, the OSS environment is connected southbound via (more or less) standardized OMC interfaces to the
network and northbound via APIs or WEB-services to BSS. The OSS services are fully integrated; users have access, for
example, via Citrix independent from device or location. The CSP owns the data, but not the environment.

Enable flexible partner co-operation
What are the key benefits of such a model? What comes to everyone’s
mind is cost saving via outsourcing, but that’s just a side effect! Cost
savings in OSS/BSS are a direct result of sourcing and changing to a
managed service model, but in most cases other business objectives
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drive that transition.
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The majority of network-related costs reside in the operation of the
network. The majority of network-related investments exist in the
form of system technology and network rollout services. These are
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the focus areas to be optimized for the cost efficient service provider.
The most common option to do this is to outsource these domains
(or parts of them). The challenge for CSPs is to maintain control and to
remain competitive in outsourced network services. So how can OSS
contribute to this?

Figure 3. Sourcing Strategy: efficiently manage a multi-partner environment
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One of the major benefits of having OSS managed by a domain-specific
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independent supplier is that this model enables flexibility in sourcing models
and partner cooperation in the whole network area, from the equipment vendor
to rollout services and network operation. It enables a multi-vendor and multiservice partner environment and ensures that the CSP stays in control and is
able to manage this environment. It keeps the CSP independent and flexible in
network operation and rollout model in both system technology decisions and
adaptations of network sourcing scope and partner.

Figure 4. Value by Transition:

Additionally, the time needed to adapt the OSS landscape to new technologies
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or just new network releases can be reduced significant by having one endto-end responsibility for OSS adaptations. Comarch, as an independent OSS/BSS supplier, cooperates with all major
equipment vendors in the market to get interface documentation and access to testlabs in the early stages, even before
the CSP has decided about integrating this technology.

Optimize your business processes
The next key benefit of having end-to-end domain responsibility for OSS is that to integrate such a model it needs a
TRANSITION! At first glance, that might seem to be a barrier, but in fact the need for transition gives the CPU the chance to
redefine and streamline its processes. It’s a chance to use the OSS supplier, with all its experience from other projects, to
challenge the internal CSP organization.
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Figure 5. Efficiency: OSS partner takes end-to-end ownership of processes

Typically, processes at CPUs use many workarounds and are defined based on limitations of legacy tools (many boxes,
many interfaces). A transition project forces the need for process reengineering. The OSS supplier can drive the change
with a disruptive approach to streamlining processes. A prerequisite for this is, of course, an adequate OSS architecture and
platform capable to support end-to-end processes without again ending up with hundreds of boxes and interfaces. Comarch
provides an integrated OSS platform to enable cross-border processes and optimizations.

Success and risk sharing business models
Mature OSS/BSS services that support the full transparency of processes are the decisive success factor for flexible sourcing
models. The OSS-managed service partner is a key element and becomes a strategic partner of the CSP. How to ensure the
OSS partner in a fully managed service model is motivated? How to find the balance between the carrot and the stick?
First, part of the answer is already implied in the question: There needs to be a carrot! Of course the standard ITIL-related
KPIs and SLAs, such as availability, resolution times, etc., have to be defined and measured. To motivate the partner for the
extra mile, however, a bonus model should reflect the joint business success. The important point is that the success and risk
sharing bonus model should be purely value driven from the CSPs point of view. The bonus model should reflect the CSPs
business success.
The easiest way is, of course, to just combine the bonus model with the financial targets of CSPs, but to be fair there should
be a more direct relation between quality of OSS/BSS services and the bonus model. There are many ways to define businessrelated KPIs including number of executed network activities supported by service fulfillment OSS services, number of
network-related customer complaints reflecting service assurance OSS services, etc. The key is that all these bonus-relevant
KPIs have to be value driven from the CSP perspective and not cost driven from OSS supplier perspective.
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The future of sourcing in the telco industry
To come back to the initial question: What is the experience, what is the future way of sourcing in telco industry?
In general, there are two options: holistic or heterogeneous models. From our observation, holistic models are mainly financial
driven; often, the expectations on service quality are later not met. There is always the risk of losing control of business-crucial
tasks. Thus, many CSPs step back from that to a more heterogeneous sourcing approach. This does not mean a completely
distributed sourcing approach of bits and pieces, but being flexible and having a dedicated specialized sourcing partner for
reasonably coherent areas. One of these areas is OSS, another is BSS.
To keep these domains independent from other sourcing areas ultimately enables a much bigger advantage: Network
operators can use their OSS/BSS environment to manage their whole sourcing landscape. It enables them to stay in control of
sourcing partners, and, even more, to ensure competition in high cost areas like network operations and call center services.
Finally, with heterogeneous sourcing scenarios both can be gained: quality improvement and cost reduction. And, as added to
the efficiency of processes, they can be increased due to the need of a transition project towards the managed service OSS/
BSS model. Prerequisite: An experienced, reliable, and independent OSS/BSS partner.
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Why Comarch
Comarch has a strong product road map and vision that address key CSP
initiatives, such as over-the-top (OTT), M2M and industry verticals, to grow
revenue and improve operational efficiency and customer experience.
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About Comarch

Comarch is a global supplier of IT products and services for the telecommunications industry and has been
present on the market since 1993. Comarch provides solutions in the areas of BSS/OSS, M2M and Cloud Service
platforms, as well as a range of Managed Services. Comarch’s uniqueness lies not only in the compliance of its
products with industry standards, but also in the flexibility and high competences of its engineers. Having completed projects for over 50 telecom operators, Comarch has accumulated vast experience in the fields of designing,
implementing, and integrating IT solutions. Current customers include Vodafone, T-Mobile, O2, E-Plus, MTS or KPN.
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